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HP 245 Bluetooth Mouse

Brand : HP Product code: 81S67AA

Product name : 245 Bluetooth Mouse

- Up to 15 months of battery life with one AA battery. [1]

- Fast, easy Bluetooth® connectivity without having to navigate the settings menu.
- Enhanced precision and convenience on-the-go with a compact and portable wireless mouse.
- Designed for both left and right-handed users, an ambidextrous mouse that offers versatile comfort.
245 Bluetooth Mouse

HP 245 Bluetooth Mouse:

Stay connected in style
Strong connection and fast tracking will keep you clicking all day, every day. This stylish wireless mouse
offers so many essentials it deserves a hand, so why not yours?
HP 245 Bluetooth Mouse. Width: 107 mm, Depth: 60.5 mm, Height: 29.3 mm. Package width: 129 mm,
Package depth: 78 mm, Package height: 47 mm

Weight & dimensions

Width 107 mm
Depth 60.5 mm
Height 29.3 mm
Weight 54.2 g

Packaging data

Package width 129 mm
Package depth 78 mm
Package height 47 mm
Package weight 120 g
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